ÚŘAD - PRO HARMONIZACI VE VNITŘNÍM TRHU
OCHRANNÉ ZNÁMKY A VZORY

POTVRZENÍ O ZÁPISU DO REJSTŘÍKU

Toto ověření o zápisu do rejstříku se vydává pro níže uvedenou ochrannou známku Společenství. V rejstříku ochranných známk Společenství byly provedeny odpovídající zápisy.

OHIM – OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE
INTERNAL MARKET
TRADE MARKS AND DESIGNS

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION

This Certificate of Registration is hereby issued for the Community Trade Mark identified below. The corresponding entries have been recorded in the Register of Community Trade Marks.

Dynamic Neuromuscular Stabilization according to Kolar

Prezident / The President

António Campinos
CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION

The International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) certifies that the indications appearing in the present certificate conform to the recording made in the International Register of Marks maintained under the Madrid Agreement and Protocol.

Asta Valdimarsdóttir
Head of the Operations Service
Madrid Registry
Brands and Designs Sector

Geneva, January 10, 2013

1 143 671

Registration date: June 21, 2012
Date next payment due: June 21, 2022

Doc. PaedDr. Pavel Kolár, Ph. D.
Diamantová 755/34
CZ-154 00 Praha 5 - Slivenec
(Czech Republic).

Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and place of organization: Natural person, Czech republic.

Name and address of the representative: AK SODOMKA-SOUCÉK-JINDRA-MOKRÝ & PARTNERI, JUDr. Tomáš Jindra, U Prašné brány 3, CZ-110 00 Praha 1 (Czech Republic).

Classification of figurative elements:
2.7; 27.5.

Description of the mark: Dynamic neuromuscular stabilization DNS motor control for life.

List of goods and services - NCL(10):
9 Data and information carriers recorded, multimedia information catalogs, multimedia and information catalogs in electronic form, electronic journals, electronic periodicals and books in electronic form, electronic publications (downloadable), multimedia applications, information products on data carriers and/or in electronic, data, information or telecommunication networks of all kinds.
16 Stationery, printed matter, periodical and non-periodical publications, books, magazines, catalogs, brochures, photographs, posters, calendars, billboards included in this class, printed instructional materials, teaching materials except apparatus, information and advertising materials as far as included in this class.
41 Publishing, editorial and publishing activities; electronic publishing; educational, instructional, training and lecturing activities; organizing seminars, training sessions, working meetings, workshops, congresses, conferences, symposia, colloquia; creation of educational programs; rental of recorded data, audio and video recordings; sports counseling, physical education, organizing sports, social and cultural events; providing sports facilities; health club services [health and fitness training]; providing recreation facilities.
44 Medical services, medical diagnostic services, physiotherapy, physical therapy, neurology (chiropractic), the implementation of specific physical exercises, training to perform physical exercises, physiotherapy treatment for recreational and competitive athletes, the application of physiotherapy techniques, concepts and knowledge in sports training of various sports and games, use of physiotherapy techniques, concepts and knowledge for creating a foundation of sports performance of various sports and games as sports, nutrition advisory services as far as included in this class, massage, nursing (medical), hospitals, clinics or nursing homes (private).

Basic application: Czech Republic, 15.03.2012, 493552.

Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention: Czech Republic, 15.03.2012, 493552.

Designations under the Madrid Protocol: European Union, Japan, United States of America.

Designations under the Madrid Protocol by virtue of Article 9sexies: Switzerland.
Declaration of intention to use the mark: United States of America.
Date of notification: 10.01.2013
Language of the international application: English